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“Beyond  Beauty,”  the  prize-winning  documentary  di
Taiwan’s scenic beauty from the air, has not only moved
action. Enthusiasts from business and civil society have
to spread the film’s message of its love for Taiwan, all 
environmental educational purposes, and Premier Jiang
inter-ministerial task force to glean lessons from the film

The  main  reason  “Beyond  Beauty”  had  such  an  impact  on  audiences  is  people’s  
mountainous hinterland. Mountains and foothills constitute more than 70 percent of the is
to mountain areas prevents people from developing a close relation with the majestic pe
being an ocean nation, it is only concerned with industrial development. The public, des
environment, has been kept at a certain distance from the mountains and coastlines. Th
into action are often belated.

“Those on high use their eyes, while those down below rely on their hands:” Jiang’s m
damage to Taiwan’s environment is not just limited to the pollution that can be seen from
fundamentals must be addressed, the National Land Planning Act must be finalized as soo
territory surveyed.

Taking a top-down look at the current national land use system, it is split into the Compre
Plan,  regional  plans,  and  municipal  and  county  comprehensive development  plans.  Im
accord with separate urban and rural planning laws. But the highest level of land use p
plenty of room for interpretation at all levels of government. This is the long-standing and 
which has yet to be resolved.

Debate about the National Land Restoration Act and the National Land Planning Act have 
to two decades, but the draft laws are still  on the back burner. The crux is that, for the 
autonomous districts or a central core mountain zone is created, it is hard to reach consens
Until the role of the aborigines in mountain area conservation is decided all such talk abou
hot air. The aborigines and the mountains are indissolubly tied, the mountains will  live 
conservation perspective the aborigines will always be the front line defense. There is no 
their offices and make plans for the aborigines, as the latter already use forest resources in

Some time ago, a disillusioned tribal  head who had vigorously pressed the aborigines’
saying “as for mountain forests, aborigines cherish them more than anyone because the
their ancestors.” He said the current system where different ministries are in charge of dev
tourism and other activities is at the center of what is ruining mountain areas. “The indige
one. They should  be respected. Even using budgetary leftovers to employ aborigines a
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would be better for the health and sustainability of the
by the plains-dwellers.”

The aborigines’ importance in framing a national land p
recognized, so it has been put on ice by the Legislatu
the national land survey. The chain of disasters stretchi
1999 earthquake to Typhoon Morakot has brought a p
realized they must alter their relation to nature, from a
nation  is  still  lacking  a  sustainable  national  land  us
mechanism.

The  premier,  having  been  shocked  by  “Beyond  Be
government policy on mountain areas and the sea. F
allow tour buses access to high mountain regions is no
will  still  go ahead. Likewise, the policy to move agricu
advantage of the cooler air will attract investment from
aborigines know it is not a good idea, they cannot preve

The nation’s land is a unit, and Taiwan has an island ecology. Even if it is just a quest
integrated plan from mountain source to the sea is required. At present, with the national
survey in  limbo, there is no downstream chain of sustainable land planning. When the
district, how can the beauty of the mountains and rivers be preserved? The Cabinet has re
billion) for flood management, but if the watercourses are sorted out piecemeal, mistake
succeed.

“Beyond Beauty” looks at  Taiwan from the air,  but  if  the island  were examined  in  clos
everywhere, people would find it unbearable. Jiang’s response to the problem is to reflect d
the fundamentals have to be addressed. Otherwise the Cabinet task force will just look at t
it, as a kind of “governing by watching movies.” (SDH)

(This commentary first appeared in the United Daily News Nov. 28, 2013.)
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